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INT. LINCOLN’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Lincoln is sound asleep in his bed. It’s the middle of the

night. Everything is calm...until Lucy appears out of

nowhere. Her pet bat Fangs flies next to her.

LUCY

Lincoln.

Lincoln jolts awake.

LINCOLN

Ah! Lucy? What’s going on?

LUCY

It’s been two weeks since I

finished the Vampires of

Melancholia books. I need a new

calling.

LINCOLN

I don’t think I can help you find a

calling.

LUCY

Sigh. I’ve found one, but I need

help.

Lucy holds up her bust of the vampire Edwin.

LINCOLN

Ah!

LUCY

I want to make Edwin’s bust into a

full body. Someone to read books

with. Take family photos with

Fangs. To stand outside my window,

silhouetted by a lightning storm

unlike any seen by the hillside

since the vampire rose to power...

LINCOLN

Why do you need my help? Sounds

like you got this all figured out.

LUCY

You’re resourceful. Can you help me

make the body?

LINCOLN

Can it wait until morning?

(CONTINUED)
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LUCY

The witching hour waits for no

soul.

Lincoln sighs.

LUCY (CONT’D)

Fine.

EXT. BACKYARD - DAY

Lincoln shows off a giant awkward wooden body with Edwin’s

head on it.

LINCOLN

Ta-da! Spent all day on it, hope

you love it! Gotta run to Clyde’s!

Lincoln runs inside.

LUCY

Sigh. It doesn’t look like Edwin.

She tosses the body in the trash.

INT. LISA’S ROOM - DAY

Lisa turns on a giant robot Edwin. It goes haywire, blasting

robotic bats everywhere. Lucy ducks under a table.

LUCY

Sigh.

INT. LYNN AND LUCY’S ROOM - DAY

Lynn finishes a body for Edwin made out of lacrosse sticks.

LUCY

Not bad.

Lynn’s watch beeps.

LYNN

Thanks! Off to practice!

She grabs one of the sticks from Edwin’s body, causing the

whole structure to collapse.

(CONTINUED)
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LUCY

(frustrated)

Sigh!

INT. LOLA’S ROOM - DAY

Lucy writes in her journal while Lola works on the bust.

LOLA

Done!

Lucy looks up from her book.

LUCY

Where’s his body?

LOLA

He needed a makeover first. Isn’t

he pretty?

Lola turns the bust around to reveal an over-the-top makeup

look on the Edwin bust.

LUCY

SIGH!

INT. LIBRARY - DAY

Lucy and Fangs stroll the stacks in the horror section.

LUCY

None of my siblings were helpful. I

don’t think I’ll ever get to create

my Edwin bust. I just wish there

were more Vampires of Melancholia

books to read.

A worn paperback sticks out of a tall shelf. Fangs

accidentally flies into it and knocks it onto the ground.

Lucy picks it up and reads the title.

LUCY (CONT’D)

"My life with vampires: a memoir by

Mariana Violet." Wait just a second

-- that’s the grandmother of the

Vampires of Melancholia author!

This is what inspired the series!

Lucy sits in the library and opens the book. She devours it.
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INT. LENI’S ROOM - EVENING

Leni hums as she works on homework. Lucy suddenly appears

next to her.

LENI

Ah! You scared me!

LUCY

Can you help me with something?

LENI

Hm. I have to make it quick. I’ve

got a final project due tomorrow.

Lucy holds up the memoir.

LUCY

This author knew the REAL vampire

that inspired Edwin. She was his

best human friend.

LENI

Wow, BVFs! Best vampires forever.

LUCY

Well, not forever. They’ve both

been dead for over a hundred years.

If conjure her with my ouija board

and ask her about Edwin’s daily

apparel, could you make a body and

outfit for a full size Edwin?

Lucy holds up the Edwin bust.

LENI

Wait -- why don’t you just use the

squeegee board to talk to Edwin?

LUCY

I wish. But vampires can possess

the living when conjured by a ouija

board. My love for Edwin is pure,

but I wouldn’t want to be taken

over by his vampiric spirit.

LENI

Cool! That sounds like, really fun,

but can we do it this weekend?

LUCY

Can we please do it tonight? This

is my life’s purpose.

(CONTINUED)
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LENI

Okay. I’ll help you for a little

bit but then I have to do my

homework.

INT. LIVING ROOM - EVENING

The Edwin bust and the memoir sit on the living room table.

Lucy and Leni both sit on the floor around the ouija board,

their hands on the planchette.

LUCY

Ghost of Mariana, if you’re there,

please point the planchette to

hello.

Nothing happens.

LENI

Maybe she’s on another line? We can

try again tomorrow.

LUCY

Wait! Let me try something else.

Ghost of Mariana Violet, speak to

us. Say hello if you’re there.

LENI

Maybe you’re supposed to say it

like --

(Transylvanian accent)

Ghost of Mariana Violet, speak to

us. Say hello if you’re there.

The planchette immediately move to "Hello". The board GLOWS

green, emits GHOSTLY sounds, and the word "Hello" appears

above the board in green smoke.

LUCY

Perfect.

LENI

Ah! This is crazy!

LUCY

Mariana, can you hear us?

Green smoke letters: YES. The smoke dissipates. More ghostly

sounds, unintelligible words.

(CONTINUED)
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LENI

Are you in a tunnel? We can’t

really hear you.

MARIANA (O.S.)

(spooky)

Can you hear me now?

LENI

That’s better, thanks!

LUCY

Mariana! I’m a big fan of your

memoir. Can we ask you some

questions about Edwin?

MARIANA (O.S.)

Yes my dear...It’s been so long

since I spoke with someone...and so

long since my soul and Edwin’s have

connected.

LENI

Can you tell us exactly what he

wore every day? And also his

measurements and whether he was a

button or a zipper guy? Please tell

me he never wore --

(gagging)

velcro!

MARIANA (O.S.)

He wouldn’t be caught undead in

velcro.

LENI

Good. And was he a cuffed pants

kinda dresser?

MARIANA (O.S.)

Ah-ha, you know he was! He always

wanted to show off his blood red

socks.

LENI

I love it!

Leni and Mariana both laugh.

MARIANA (O.S.)

Shall I tell you his height and

pant length?

Leni pulls out a notebook.

(CONTINUED)
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LENI

Yes! Lucy, could you grab my wood

carving tools and wood? Let’s make

this body.

(sotto, to Lucy)

It’s getting late so let’s make it

quick.

LUCY

Got it.

Lucy runs off to get the supplies.

MARIANA (O.S.)

Leni...how old are you?

LENI

Sweet sixteen!

MARIANA (O.S.)

That’s how old I was when I met

Edwin. In the dungeon of a large

castle, surrounded by coffins.

LENI

That’s so romantic!

MARIANA (O.S.)

And...what is your blood type?

LENI

B positive! I remember because I

always try to be positive.

MARIANA (O.S.)

Interesting...

LENI

Thanks! I know a lot of people who

don’t try to keep a positive

attitude.

Lucy comes back with the wood.

LENI (CONT’D)

Thanks Lucy! Let’s get to work.

MONTAGE: Lucy and Leni create the Edwin body as they talk to

the ouija board.

-- Lucy helps Leni build a wood body for Edwin.

-- Lucy holds fabric while Leni cuts it.

(CONTINUED)
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-- Leni stiches together a costume on the mannequin.

END MONTAGE: The costume is almost complete. Edwin’s head

sits on the table.

LENI

(to Lucy)

Are we done now? It’s like SO late

it might already be tomorrow.

Lucy inspects.

LUCY

Wait, the cuffs! Mariana, what kind

did Edwin have on his jacket?

MARIANA (O.S.)

He always had lace cuffs. Such a

classy man.

LENI

I have some in my room. Lucy could

you grab it?

Fangs sleeps hanging from the banister, and is awakened by

Lucy going upstairs.

MARIANA (O.S.)

Leni, I’ve enjoyed talking with

you.

LENI

Thank you! I love making friends.

MARIANA (O.S.)

Yes...we’ve gotten pretty close.

What do you say we get...closer?

The green smoke ERUPTS and engulfs Leni completely!

INT. LENI’S ROOM - NIGHT

Lori snores as Lucy looks through Leni’s drawers. She sifts

through various fabrics until she finds the white lace.

Fangs bursts into the room, flapping his wings in alarm.

LUCY

What is it Fangs?
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INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Lucy descends the stairs into a living room covered with

fog. Leni’s back is turned, she faces the mannequin.

LUCY

Leni? What happened down here?

Leni turns around to reveal green eyes and vampire teeth.

She speaks in Mariana’s voice...and she’s levitating.

MARIANA (LENI)

Leni’s not here right now.

LUCY

Gasp! Mariana?!

MARIANA (LENI)

It’s me. You should know better

than to play around with ouija

boards. You might get tricked by a

vampire.

LUCY

You were a vampire?!

Mariana takes the lace from Lucy’s hands.

MARIANA (LENI)

I didn’t reveal it in my

memoir...but couldn’t you tell?

LUCY

Curses, I was fooled! If I knew you

were a vampire I wouldn’t have

conjured you.

Mariana finishes the cuffs on the Edwin body.

MARIANA (LENI)

He’s done. Isn’t he marvelous?

LUCY

It’s better than I could have

imagined. Leni did an amazing job.

MARIANA (LENI)

Now that it’s complete, I’ll summon

Edwin’s spirit to possess the body.

LUCY

Edwin?! Here?!

Lucy smiles and fixes her hair.

(CONTINUED)
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MARIANA (LENI)

Yes! And then we’ll suck all your

bloods.

LUCY

Gasp!

MARIANA (LENI)

You can BE POSITIVE it will be a

delicious feast.

LUCY

Oh my gosh...she’s already eaten

Luan!

MARIANA (LENI)

I haven’t eaten anyone yet, I just

like puns.

LUCY

Phew! Having Edwin here -- sweet,

mysterious, beautiful, Edwin --

isn’t worth the risk. You have to

leave my sister’s body.

Mariana does an over-the-top evil laugh.

MARIANA (LENI)

Muahahahaha! No.

LUCY

Can’t you see him without

possessing my sister?

MARIANA (LENI)

I couldn’t leave the other realm

unless I entered a host. Do you

have someone else I could possess?

LUCY

Um --

MARIANA (LENI)

I’ll gladly take a host wearing

more velvet. Maybe a corset and a

hoop skirt? I do like these

sunglasses though.

She flips down her sunglasses. Leni’s voice comes back, but

her body is still controlled by Mariana.

(CONTINUED)
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LENI

Hey! Sunglasses at night is SUCH a

faux pas. Why am I doing this?

LUCY

Leni!

LENI

Why does it feel SO cramped in

here? Did we add a bunch of new

furniture? Where did the ground go?

LUCY

You’re being possessed by a

vampire!

LENI

Possessed by a wha --

Mariana takes over again.

MARIANA (LENI)

Vampire. Soon to be joined by

Edwin.

(to Lucy)

Maybe if you offer Leni as a

sacrifice we’ll let you live.

LUCY

I don’t want to sacrifice Leni!

MARIANA (LENI)

No? Isn’t she expendable? Don’t

your needs trump hers?

LUCY

Of course not!

MARIANA (LENI)

You had me fooled. I’m not

complaining though...this home will

be a feast.

LUCY

I won’t let you do it!

MARIANA (LENI)

Too late.

Mariana puts her hands on the ouija board planchette.

(CONTINUED)
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MARIANA (LENI) (CONT’D)

Edwin...are you there my dear...?

LUCY

Fangs!

Fangs flies to Lucy.

LUCY

(whispering to Fangs)

There is one thing we can do...a

vampire exorcism.

She whispers some instructions in Fangs’s ear. Then she and

Fangs push over the Edwin mannequin. It gets a bit mangled.

MARIANA (LENI)

Hey!

Lucy grabs the planchette and tosses it. It’s lost under the

green smoke covering the floor.

Lucy and Fangs dash upstairs.

MARIANA (LENI) (CONT’D)

Where is that planchette...? I did

not think out this smoke thing...

INT. LUCY’S ROOM - NIGHT

Lucy opens up a Vampires of Melancholia book and feverishly

flips through it.

LUCY

Vampire exorcism...vampire

exorcism...here! When Edwin has to

exorcise a rival vampire from his

human neighbor. I’m going to need

help.

INT. LINCOLN’S BEDSIDE - NIGHT

Lucy appears next to Lincoln’s bed.

LUCY

I need your help.

Lincoln jolts awake.

(CONTINUED)
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LINCOLN

Ach!

INT. LANA’S BEDSIDE - NIGHT

Lucy appears next to Lana’s bed.

LUCY

Meet me in the hallway.

Lana is woken.

LANA

What? Huh?!

INT. LORI’S BEDSIDE - NIGHT

Lucy appears next to Lori’s bedside.

LUCY

I’ll explain everything just please

help me.

Lori continues snoring.

LUCY (CONT’D)

Lori? Lori?

Nothing.

LUCY (CONT’D)

Um...Bobby says hi?

Lori shoots out of bed.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY - NIGHT

All the sisters stumble out of their rooms, groggy.

LORI

Something tells me this isn’t about

Bobby.

LUCY

It isn’t. This is going to sound

crazy, but I need your help.

LOLA

Why should I help you in the middle

of the night when you didn’t even

say thanks for the Edwin makeover?

(CONTINUED)
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LISA

Logistically speaking this is a

poor time to ask for assistance.

LUCY

I know...I’ve been horrible. But I

REALLY need your help now. Look.

Lucy leads the siblings partially down the stairs. They walk

down to see Leni floating, surrounded by green smoke,

laughing maniacally in Mariana’s voice.

The kids all gasp and run upstairs.

LUCY

Leni’s been possessed. By a

vampire. And it’s all my fault.

LYNN

What do we do?!

LUCY

I have a guide to exorcism. We need

to cover her in garlic juices.

Then, we start a fire she can

smell. Last, she needs to smell the

ouija board burning.

LORI

(sighing)

Okay. Let’s save Leni from the

vampire.

The girls split up.

INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Lori and Luan team up to tie the possessed Leni to the

living room table with the mannequin’s clothes. The table

begins to float.

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

Lynn searches the fridge.

LYNN

A-ha!

She pulls out a tiny jar of garlic. Lisa puts it into a bowl

and fills it up with water.
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INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Lynn dumps the garlic water all over Leni.

MARIANA (LENI)

EW! I HATE GARLIC!

EXT. BACKYARD - NIGHT

Lucy and Lincoln look for wood. They’re all out.

LINCOLN

I did use a lot of wood to try to

make the Edwin body.

LUCY

Leni must have used the rest for

her mannequin.

INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

The siblings gather around a writhing, yelling Leni. Lucy

strips the mannequin down to wood --

LUCY

Sigh.

-- and tosses it into the fireplace. The smoke goes into

Leni’s nose.

MARIANA (LENI)

NOOOO!!!

An explosion of green smoke and the table CRASHES to the

floor. Leni comes to.

LENI

Woah...why is everyone awake? Is it

morning? Did I miss my final?!

Lucy hugs Leni, then unties her from the table.

LUCY

I’m so glad you’re okay! You didn’t

miss your final, but I really kept

you from working on it. I shouldn’t

have pushed you -- or any of you --

to help me. I didn’t respect your

time or effort, and I’m sorry.

(CONTINUED)
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LENI

Thanks Lucy.

LINCOLN

I’m just happy Leni’s alright.

LUAN

Well I’m tired from all this

EXORCISing. Ha!

The siblings all groan and goes back to bed.

LUCY

Is there anything I can do to help

you finish your final?

LENI

I dunno...I’m supposed to create a

realistic 17th century Eastern

European nobility costume before

first period.

LUCY

Could you use the Edwin costume?

You did an amazing job with it.

LENI

Haha! I guess so! Thanks Lucy. I’m

like, really tired now. Goodnight!

Leni takes the costume upstairs.

Lucy turns to the Edwin bust.

LUCY

Well Edwin, looks like you were

meant to be an inanimate bust. At

least I’ve found my new favorite

author.

She opens up Mariana’s memoir. A tiny puff of green smoke

trails out of it.

END.


